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,I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to provide a concise and easily used
description of the orbital positions of a number of high-altitude satel-
lites capable of making magnetospheric measurements in the second half of
1977 as part of the International Magnetospheric Study (IMS). This report
is a complement to the IMS/Satellite Situa tion Center Report No. 7: Daily
Summary for IMS High-Altitude Satellites, Days 1-181 1977. The following
high-altitude satellites are considered in this report: Vela 5A, Vela SB,
Vela 6A, Vela 6B, Solrad 11A, Solrad 11B, Hawkeye 1, Prognoz 5, IMP-H,
IMP-J, and ISEE-A/-B. The orbit elements used for generating the satellite
ephemeris are shorn in Table 1. The ISEE-A/--B elements are for the latest
planned orbit as obtained from the Project Office. Complete presentations
of the positions of these satellites for the second half of 1977 are given
in this report. In addition, the IMS/SSC Special Periods for the second
half of 1977 are given, and detailed plots illustrating these periods are
presented.
In IMS/SSC Report No. 7, the possibilities of poor data coverage on
the Vela satellites and of discontinued data acquisition on the llawkeye 1
satellite Caere noted. However, Hawkeye 1 data acquisition during IMS/SSC
Special Periods is assured during 1977.* Therefore, this satellite is
included in this report. In addition, the Vela satellites continue to
-return useful data in the magnetotail and in the region of the magneto--
pause, and the satellites are included in this report in those regions.
As a result of the deteriorating situation on the two Solrad satellites,
they are included to a less significant extent than in IMS/SSC Report No.
7. The solar wind spectrometer continues to operate on Solrad 11B, and
this satellite should provide useful data in the interplanetary medium.
For Solrad 11A,this experiment is inoperable; however, the proton-alpha
telescope and the omnidirectional proton experiments continue to operate,
and this satellite should provide useful data in the magnetosheath and
magnetopause regions. Note that the Moon is not included in this report,
because the Apollo 15 ALSEP suprathermal ion detector experiment was turned
off March 12, 1977. Details of experiment packages and operating status
may be obtained from IMS/Satellite Situation Center Report No. 9: IMS
Directory of Spacecraft and Experiment Scientific Contacts. Periodic up-
tes to that report are issue
II. TABULAR AND BAR CHART INFORMATION
Time-ordered tables of magnetopause crossings, bow shock crossings,
neutral sheet passes, midlatitude magnetotail passes, high-latitude mag-
netotail passes, and Hawkeye 1 northern cusp passes are given in Tables
through 7, respectively. The various regions used in these tables are
defined in Table S. Of the satellites considered, Hawkeye 1 is the only
satellite to enter the northern cusp region.
*Note added in press: After July 31, 1977, no data will be obtained from
Hawkeye 1 because of a lack of financial support.
Bar charts covering the second half of 1977 are given in Appendix A.
Because there are either 9 or :10 satellites, each day is covered on three
consecutive pages. The 24-h time scale on each chart is 24 cm in length,
corresponding to the IMS standard scale of 1 cm/h. These charts provide
the crude three-dimensional positions of the satellites in various magne-
tospheric regions. A three-letter mnemonic is used to represent the
various regions of space:
INP - Interplanetary Medium (I in Table 8)
SHE -- Magnetosheath (DS and NS in Table 8)
SPH - Magnetosphere (DM and NM in Table 8)
TAL - Magnetotail (HT, MT, and Sh in Table 8)
The subregions are given by providing the solar ecliptic local time on
the bottom line of a satellite box, while the second line gives the solar
ecliptic latitude. There is one exception: for Hawkaye l,the magnetic
local time and geomagnetic latitude are employed. For both the inter-
planetary and magnetotail regions,the distance of the satellite from the
bow shock and neutral sheet, respectively, is given in Earth radii. The
notations denotes a negative distance, corresponding to the satellite
in the interplanetary medium or south of the neutral sheet.
A vertical line is drawn in each satellite box when the satellite
crosses from one region to the next. The boundary crossings S (bow shock)
and P (magnetopause) appear at the crossing time above the satellite box.
Cusp entry and exit are represented by C and C, respectively and also
appear above the satellite box. If the interval within the cusp is less
than l h, only the letter C appears above the box.
III. IMS/SSC SPECIAL PERIODS FOR THE SECOND HALF OF 1977
The bar charts given in this report have been examined to determine
Special Periods based upon certain conjunctions of the high-altitude sat-
ellites. Thirteen such periods (Nos. 10--22) have been identified and
include 8 opportunities for multiple magnetosheath observations, 16 oppor-
tunities for multiple boundary observations, and 12 opportunities for
multiple magnetotail observations, 4 of which are coincident with the
H.awkeye 1 satellite in the cusp region. These IMS/SSC Special Periods
are summarized in Tables 9 and 10. The nomenclature used in Table 9 for
the various regions is defined in Table 8. The time intervals of each
Special Period are shown in Table 10. As in earlier Special Periods, the
SSC has added 6 h at the beginning and the end of the intervals to allow
for inaccuracies in the orbit predictions and for motions of the various
boundaries from the nominal undisturbed positions assumed in this study.
The important aspects of the 13 Special Periods are illustrated in
detail in Appendix B. Various types of projections are used. The first
plot in this Appendix shows the satellite distance with respect to the
neutral sheet, which is assumed to be planar, parallel to the geocentric




geomagnetic equator in the anti-solar direction. Negative distances cor-
respond to the satellite lying south of the neutral sheet. The second
plot is the companion to the first and shows the X and Y GSW coordinates
of the satellite. The third plot in Appendix B is a projection in the
solar magnetic coordinate system and is used to show the relative posi-
tions of the satellite and the dayside access or cusp region. The fourth
plot is a projection in the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) X-Y plane
designed to show the relative positions of the satellite and the magneto-
pause and bow shock. The position vector of the satellite is rotated
about the X-axis into the ecliptic plane. As a result of the slight asym-
metry of the boundaries about the X-axis, this type of rotation can be
inaccurate for high-latitude boundary encounters. However, the relative
positions of the satellite and the boundaries are shown accurately in the
fifth plot. Distance to the bow shock is denoted by an S and distance to
'he magnetopause by a P. Positive distances are on the concave side of
the surfaces. The ecliptic latitude and longitude of the encounters may
be determined from plots of the type of the sixth plot shown in Appendix B.
It is hoped that the IMS community will use the bar charts given in
this report to determine additional Special Periods. It should be noted,
however, that the I14P-H and IMP-J satellites are placed on a higher track-
ing priority during the same Special Periods.
Additional Special Periods determined by the SSC, involving the GEOS
(ESA) satellite in conjunction with AE--C, ATS G, ISIS 2, TIP 1, S3-2,




Table 1. VIS/SSC Orbital Parameter Summary
Ln
SATELLITE NAME Hawkege 1 Prognoz 5 ISEE-A-B
EPOCH (YY-MCI-DD-HH-MM) 77-04-25-00-00 77-03-01-00-00 77-10-13-15-30
PERIOD W 3077.52148 5723.47266 3560.47852
ECCENTRICITY .862466 .924584 .913787
INCLINATION (deg) 85.612 65.967 28.766
R.A. OF ASCENDING NODE (deg) 280.590 156.039 60.636
ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (deg) 238.036 288.781 309.014
MEAN ANOMALY (deg) 112.879 48.735 0.052
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (ken) 70085.688 105990.844 77238.531
PERIGEE HEIGHT (km) 3261.00 1615.19 280.76
APOGEE HEIGHT (km) 124154.03 197610.13 141440.00
LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE (h) 4.83 8.28 11.46
LATITUDE OF PERIGEE (deg) -57.768 -59.846 -21.957
LONGITUDE DRIFT RATE (dogs per dag)
SUN-SATELLITE DISTANCE (AU)
EARTH-SUN-SATELLITE ANGLE (degs)
COROTATION DELAY TIME (days)




SATELLITE NAME Vela 5A Vela 5B Vela 6A Vela 68
EPOCH (YY-MM-DD-HH-W 76-05-31-23-59 76-055-31-23-59 76-05-31-23-59 76-05-31-23-59
PERIOD W 6692.29883 6696.81250 6689.99,289 6702.30078
ECCENTRICITY .030185 .034400 .007591 .010025
INCLINATION (deg) 43.895 43.897 41.782 41.721
R.A. OF ASCENDING NODE (deg) 104.683 104.742 108.385 108.021
ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (deg) 76.919 73.427 63.509 77.325
MEAN ANOMALY (deg) 212.484 28.820 30.227 131.701
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (km) 117637.000 117689.906 117609.625 117754.188
PERIGEE. HEIGHT (km) 107707.97 107263.22 110338.75 110195.59
APOGEE HEIGHT (km) 114809.75 115360.31 112124.22 112556.50
LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE (h) 6.81 6.65 6.14 7.33
LATITUDE OF PERIGEE (deg) 42.481 41.649 36.608 40.488
LONGITUDE DRIFT RATE (dogs per dag)
SUN-SATELLITE DISTANCE (AU)
EARTH-SUN-SATELLITE ANGLE (dogs)
COROTATION DELAY TIME (days)
LONGITUDE OF SATELLITE (deg)
a1^
Table 1. I" 4S/SSC Orbital Parameter Summary (continued)
Table 1. INS/SSC Orbital Parameter Summary (concluded)
V
SATELLITE NAME IMP-H IMP-J Solrad 11A Solrad 11B
EPOCH (YY-WDD-HH-MM) 77-03-13-00-00 77-03-14-00-00 77-03-03-11-01 77-02-13-19-01
PERIOD tai) 17301.64844 17487.23438 7339.83594 7341.12109
ECCENTRICITY .145336 .175844 .002606 .002697
INCLINATION (deg) 35.825 28.058 26.612 26.621
R.A. OF ASCENDING NODE (deg) 44.096 101.338 11.407 11.722
ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (deg) 147.629 277.275 127.381 112.319
MEAN ANOMALY (deg) 180.844 118.293 161.105 186.901
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS (km) 221591.000 223172.813 125107.875 125122.469
PERIGEE HEIGHT (km) 183007.56 1775551.00 118403.69 118406.88
APOGEE HEIGHT (km) 247418.13 256038.31 119055.78 119081.81
LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE W 12.84 1.61 10.59 10.42
LATITUDE OF PERIGEE (deg) 18.263 -27.812 20.851 24.489
LONGITUDE DRIFT RATE (degs per day)
SUN-SATELLITE DISTANCE (AU)
EARTH-SUN-SATELLITE ANGLE (degs)
COROTATION DELAY TIME Wags)
LONGITUDE OF SATELLITE (deg)
. .......










Vela SA 182/1.75 Veto 6A 187/6.06 Vela 6A 191/22.46 Vela 5B 196/20.47
Hawkeye 1 182/7.88 IMP-J 187/9.22 IMP-H 198/0.42 Hawkeye 1 197/6.21
Vela 6A 182/13.60 Vela 5B 187/11.38 Hawkeye 1 192/0.43 Vela 6B 197/7.59
Vela 5B 182/18.86 Hawkeye 1 187/17.66 Vela 5B 192/3.88 Prognoz 5 197/19.14
Prognoz 5 182/19.32 Vela 6B 187/22.34 Vela 6B 192/14.99 Hawkeye 1 198/10.49
Solrad 11B 183/0.52 Solrad IIB 138/4.61 Hawkeye 1 192/23.84 Solrad LIB 198/12.67
Vela 6B 183/5.60 Solrad IIA 188/15.88 Sealrad LIB 193/8.63 Vela 6A 198/13.86
Hawkeye I 183/10.85 Hawkeye 1 188/17.46 Solrad IIA 193/19.96 Prognox 5 198/15.73
Solrad I1A 183311.93 Vela 6A 189/4.71 Prognoz 5 193/20.19 Veto 5A 198/20.82
Hawkeye 1 184/11.08 Vela SA 189/11.16 Vela 6A 193/21.29 Vela SB 198/28.98
Veto 6A 184/12.01 Vela 5B 189/11.50 Vela SA 194/3..3 Solrad ILA 198/24.00
Vela 5B 184/18.66 IMP-H 189/13.50 Hawkeye 1 194/3.80 Hawkeye 1 199/9.39
Veto SA 184/18.78 IMP-J 189/19.16 Vela SB 194/4.23 IMP-J 199/13.55
Solrad 11A 185/12.S8 Hawkeye 1 189/21.05 Prognos 5 194/16.58 Vela 6B 280/1.14
Hawkeye 1 185/14.26 "-Ognoz 5 189/21.25 Hawkeye 1 19S/3.02 Hawkeyw k 200/13.82
Prognoz 5 185/22.33 Vela 6B 190/16.11 Vela 6B 195/8.59 Vela SA 200/20.23
Vela 6B 185/23.66 Solrad IIA 190/16.58 Solrad 11A 195/20.55 Sotrad ILA 201/0.59
Solrad 118 186/3.93 Prognoz 5 190/17.45 Vela 5A 196/3.63 Vela 6A 281/7.41
Hawkeye 1 186/14.27 Hawkeye 1 190/20.66 Hawkeye 1 196/7.16 Hawkeye 1 201/12.56
Prognoz . 5	 ( 186/18.37 Solrad 11B 191/8.04 Solrad IiB 196/12.16 Vela 5B 201/13.82
Vela 5A 186/18.44 Veto SA 191/11.06 Vela 6A 196/14.95 Solrad 11B 201/16.22
f









Prognoz 5 201/18.10 Prognoz 5 206/14.02 IMP-J 211/18.42 Solrad IIA 216/12.68
IMP-J 201/22.84 Vela 6B 206/16.72 Solrad i1B 212/0.34 Solrad IIB 217/4.35
Vala 6B 202/0.23 Solrad IIB 206/20.25 Hawkege 1 212/4.32 Vela 6A 217/7.91
IMP-H 202/6.16 Hawkege 1 206/23.75 Vela 6A 212/15.37 IMP-H 217/11.60
Prognoz 5 202/14.89 Hawkege 1 207/22.04 Vela 5A 212/21.39 Vela 5A 217/13.89
Hawkege 1 202/17.14 Vela 6A 207/2?.87 Vela 5B 212/22.94 Prognoz 5 217/14.30
Vela 6A 203/6.42 Vela 5A 208/4.93 Hawkege 1 213/9.53 Vela 5B 217/15.64
Vela 5A 203/12.40 Vela 5B 208/6.30 Prognoz 5 213/15.17 Hawkege 1 217/15.97
Vela 5B 203/13.66 Solrad IIB 208/20.91 IMP-3 214/0.90 Prognoz 5 218/11.43
Hawkege 1 203/15.73 Hawkege 1 209/3.03 Solrad 11B 214/0.92 Hawkege 1 218/13.74
Solrad 11B 203/16.82 Solrad 11A 209/7.99 Vela 6B 214/2.75 Vela 6B 218/19.28
Solrad 11A 204/3.95 Vela 6B 209/10.20 Hawkege 1 214/7.45 Solrad IIB 219/5.00
IMP-H 204/16.19 Prognoz 5 209/16.09 Solrad 11A 214/11.92 Vela 5A 219/14.20
Vela 6B 204/17.559 Hawkege 1 210/1.17 Prognoz 5 214/12.27 Solrad 11A 219/15.95
Hawkege 1 204/20.45 Vela 5A 210/5.21 Vela SA 214/21.70 Hawkege 1 219/19.16
Vela 5A 205/12.69 Prognoz 5 2110/13.13 IMP-H 215/4.30 Vela 6A 220/1.46
Prognoz 5 205/17.09 Vela 6A 210/16.42 Vela 6A 215/8.96 Vela 5B 220/7.57
Hawkege 1 205/18.89 Vela 5B 210/22.25 Hawkege 1 215/12.75 Hawkege 1 220/16.89
Vela 6A 205/23.88 Hawkege 1 211/6.28 Vela 5B 215/14.90 Vala 6B 220/18.36
Solrad 11A 206/4.70 Solrad 11A 211/8.64 Vela 6B 216/1.84 Prognoz 5 221/13.46
Vela 5B 206/5.60 Vela 6B 211/9.27 Hawkege 1 216/10.59 Solrad 11A
j	
221/16.67










Hawkeye 1 221/22.34 Vela 6A 286/16.89 Vela 6A 231/9.42 IMP-J 836/12.88
Vela 6A 222/3.39 Solrad 11A 226/20.67 Vola 5A 231/15.81 Hawkeye 1 236/28.85
Vela 5A 822/6.45 Vela 5A 226/23.15 Vela 53 231/17.65 Solrad IIA 237/4.87
Vela 5B 222/8.28 Vela 5B 227/6.98 Solrad 11A 232/8.78 Prognoz 5 237/10.29
Solrad 11B 222/8.49 Hawkeye 1 227/2.35 Hawkey@ 1 232/13.93 Vela 6B 237/14.23
Prognoz 5 222/10.64 Solrad 11B 287/12.64 Solrad 119 232/16.67 Hawkeye 1 237/18.08
Hawkeye 1 222/20.04 Vela 6B 228/4.65 vela 6B 232/21.35 Solrad 118 237/20.78
Vela 6B 823/11.93 InP-H 228/4.68 Prognoz 5 233/11.04 Prognoz 5 238/7.48
Hawkeye 1 224/1.50 Hawkeye 1 228/7.75 Hawkeye 1 233/11.78 Veta SA 238/8.26
IMP-J 224/2.60 Vela SA 228/23.22 Vela 5A 233/15.67 IMP-J 838/15.60
Veta 5A 224/6.67 Hawkeye 1 229/5.50 Val& 6A 234/3.51 Vela 6A 238/20.37
Solrad IiB 224/9.03 Vela 6A 229/10.80 Prognos 5 234/8.30 Hawkeye 1 238/23.08
Vela 6A 224/i8.14 Prognoz 5 229/11.82 Veta 58 234/10.16 Vela 5B 239/3.22
Sotrad 11A 224/20.04 Solrad 11B 829/13.12 Hawkeye 1 234/17.00 Vela 6S 239/12.55
Hawkeye 1 224/23.19 vela SB 229/17.21 Solrad i1B 234/17.33 Hawkeye 1 239/21.24
Vela 5B 225/0.40 Solrad 1IA 230/0.09 Vela 68 234/19.94 Solrad 11B 239/21.35
Vela 6B 225/10.87 Vela 6B 230•'`w.46 Solrad 11A 235/4.07 Sotrad IIA 248/8.14
Prognoz 5 225/12.64 IMP-H 230/8.87 Hawkeye 1 235/14.93 Vera 6A 240/18.46
Hawkeye 1 226/4.63 Prognoz 5 230/9.10 Vela SA 236/1.89 IMP-H 1240/23 74i
IMP--J 226/7.49 Hawkeye 1 230/10.85 Vala 5A 236/8.67 Vela 5A 241/1.58
Prognoz 9 226/9.88 Hawkeye 1 231/8.64 Vela 5B 236/10.35 Hawkeye 1 241/2.09
ILL-










Vela 5B 241/3.11 Prognoz 5 846/5.92 IMP-J 251/3.75 Hawkeye 1 855/28.82
Prognoz 5 241/9.61 Hawkeye 1 246/6.74 Hawkeye 1 251/16.94 Vela 6B 256/10.58
Hawkege 1 242/0.39 Vela 6B 247/0.18 Vale 6B 251/17.88 Hawkeya 1 256/22.77
Prognoz 5 242/6.67 Hawkeye 1 247/11.03 Vela 5A 252/10.88 Vets 5A 257/3.17
Vela 6B 242/7.14 Solrad 11A 247/12.89 Hawkeye 1 252/16.35 Prognoz 5 857/7.81
Sotrad 11A 242/8.84 Vets 5A 247/17.56 Solrad IIA 852/16.89 Vale 6A 257/16.68
Sotrad 11B 243/0.83 Solrad 11B 248/4.91 Vets 6A 252/23.44 Solrad !1A 257/20.92
Vets SA 243/0.88 Vela 6A 248/6.25 VOW 5B 2253/7.25 Vela SB 258/0.88
IMP-H 243/2.92 Hawkeye 1 248/9.93 Prognos 5 253/7.81 Hawkeye 1 258/1.75
Hawkeye 1 243/5.09 Vela SB 248/13.67 Solrad 116 253/9.07 Prognox 5 858/3.76
Vets 6A 243/13.28 Val& 69 248/21.89 IMP-H 253/13.08 Vets 6B 2S8/7.49
Vets 5B 243/20.38 IMP-? 849/4.72 Vela 6B 2253/14.63 Sotrad 11$ 258/13.23
Hawke;:;e 1 244/3.55 Prognoz 5 249/8.40 Hawkeye 1 253/19.89 Hawke}je 1 259/1.99
Vela 6B 244/5.21 Hawkeye 1 249/13.99 Prognoz 5 254/4.49 Vela 6A 859/13.32
Solrad 11B 245/1.42 Vela 6A 250/3.77 Hawkeye i 2S4/19.56 Vela SA 259/22.71
Hawkege 1 245/8.06 Prognoz 5 250/5.20 Vela 6A 254/20.52 Vela SB 859/22.95
Prognoz 5 245/9.00 Solrad 11B 250/5.50 Vets SA 25S/S.22 Hawkeye 1 260/4.68
Vela 6A 245/11.12 Vets 5A 250/11.79 Vol& 5B 255/5.88 Solrad 11B
i	
260/13.71
Sotrad 11A 245/12.10 Vets SB 250/12.85 Sotrad 119 855/9.54 Solrad 11A t	 261/0.322
Vela 5A 245/18.60 Hawkeye 1 250/13.14 IMP-H 855/17.04 Vella 6B 261/3.94
Vela 5B 245/19.97 Solrad 11A 250/16.17 Solrad IIA 255/20.29 Hawkeye 1 261/5.21










Prognoz 5 261/6.63 Prognoz 5 266/2.225 Vela 5A 271/6.55 Solrad 11A 276112.44
Vela SA 261/20.07 Solrad 11A 266/4.38 Solrad 11A 271/8.42 IMP-J 276/13.66
Prognoz 5 262/3.00 Vela SA 266/13.23 Hawkege 1 271/21.44 Vela 6A 276/15.39
IMP-J 262/3.92 Hawkege 1 266/13.46 Vela 6A 271/21.49 Vela 5B 277/2.01
Hawkege 1 262/7.61 Vela 6A 267/3.71 Vale SB 272/7.41 Vela 6B 27?/4.05
Vela 6A 262/10.09 Vela 5B 267/13.00 Vela 6B 2272/10.67 Hawkege 1 277/4.21
Vela SB 262/18.82 Hawkege 1 267/14.92 Hawkege 1 272/22.28 Prognoz 5 277/4.71
Vale 6B 263/0.36 Vela 6B 267/17.42 Prognoz 5 273/5.13 Prognoz 5 278/0.15
Solrad 11A 263/1.11 Solrad 11A 268/5.13 Solrad IIA 273/9.14 Hawke" 1 278/7.31
Hawkeye 1 263/8.44 IMP-H 268/7.70 Veto 6A 273/16.52 Vale 6A 278/9.89
Solrad IIB 263/17.26 Hawkeye 1 268/16.39 Hawkege 1 274/0.72 IMP-M 278/11.94





Vale 6A 264/6.22 Vela 6A 268/23.27 Solrad 116 274/1.45 Usla SB 2278/21.17
Hawkege 1 264/10.53 Prognoz 5 269/5.57 Vela 56 274/3.322 Veto SA 278/23.22
Vela SB 264/16.21 Vale 58 269/9.64 Veto SA 274/4.80 Solrad 116 279/S.57
Vela SA 264/16.53 Vale 5A 269/10.57 IMP-i 274/23.89 Hawkege 1 2279/7.18
Prognoz 5 265/6.07 Hawkege 1 269/18.17 Hawkeye 1 275/1.24 Vela 6B
I
280/3.39
Hawkege 1 265/11.68 Prognoz 5 270/1.50 Vela 6B 275/9.28 Hawkeye 1 2280/10.60
Solrad IIB 265/17.88 Veta 6B 270/15.35 Vela 5A 276/0.09 Vela 5A 280/17.81
Vela 6B 265/21.57 Hawkege 1 2270/19.33 Solrad 116 276/2.00 IMP-H 281/0.92









Solrad 11B 281/6.09 Solrad 11B 286/10.14 Vela SA 290/S.81 ISEE-A-B 294/5.50
Vela 6A 281/9.53 Vela 6B 2286/15.37 Vela 6A 290/21.90 Vets 68 294/10.10
Hawkeye 1 281/10.17 Vela SB 286/i5.53 IMP-H 291/3.10 Solrad IIB 294/18.01
Solrad 11A 281/16-S4 Hawkeye 1 286/20.49 Hawkeye 1 291/3.10 Vela 5A 29510.11
Vela SB 281/20.81 Solrad 11A 286/20.73 ISEE-A-B 291/7.39 Hawkeye 1 29S/9.73
Vat* 6B 281/21.61 ISEE-A-B 286/21.18 Veto 6B 291/9.28 Vela 6A 295/16,10
Prognoz 5 281/23.50 IMP-J 287/10.72 Vela 5B 291/10.30 Vole 6B 296/3.39
Hawkeye 1 282/13.91 Hawkeye 1 287/19.17 Solrad IIB 291/14.41 Veto SB 296/4.79
Vela 6A 283/3.46 Vela 6A 287/21.18 ISEE-A-B 291/18.72 ISEE-A-B 296/4.85
Hawkeye 1 283/13.17 Veto SB 288/9.47 Solrad !1A 292/0.73 Hawkeye 1 296/7.30
Vela SB 283/15.28 Vela 5A 288/12.21 Hawkeye 1 2922/1.21 ISEE-A-B 296/16.29
Solrad 11A 283/17.20 ISEE-A-B 288/20.68 Veto 6A 292/15.16 Solrad 11B 296/18.51
Vela 5A 283/17.75 Solrad 11A 288/21.31 Prognoz 5 293/2.83 Prognoz 5 297/2.40
Solrad IIB 284/9.77 IMP-J 288/23.03 Veto SB 293/3.98 Solrad 11A 297/4.84
Hawkeye 1 284/17.20 Hawkeye 1 288/23.79 Hawkeye 1 293/6.42 Veto 6A 297/9.23
Vela 6B 284/21,62 Prognoz 5 289/3.30 Veto 5A 293/6.64 Hawkeye 1 297/13.04
Prognoz 5 285/3.78 ISEE-A-B 289/7.97 ISEE-A-B 293/18.11 Prognoz 5 297/20.78
Vela SA 285/11.76 Solrad 11B 289/134,90 IMP-H 293/20.78 Vela SB 297/22.39
Hawkeye 1 285/16.17 Vela 6B 289/15.85 Prognoz 5 293/21.44 Veto SA 298/0.88
Prognoz 5 285/22.83 Prognoz 5 289/22.13 Solrad 11A 294/1.46 Hawkeye 1 298/10.36
Vela 6A 286/3.67 Hawkeye 1 289/222.19 Hawkeye 1 294/4.25 ISEE-A-B 2298/15.57
w
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311/8.93ISEE-A-B 299/3.09 Vela 5B
Vela 6B 299/4.32 Vela 5A 302/18.91 Solrad 11B 307/2.69 Vela 6A 311/15.78
Solrad 11A 299/5.46 ISEE-A-B 303/12.93 Vale 5B 307/11.08 IMP-J 312/0.44
Hawkege 1 299/16.36 IMP-H 303/17.90 Vale 5A 307/12.67 Vela 5B 312/5.21
Vela SA 299/18.34 Vela 6B 303/22.37 Solrad 11A 307/12.93 Vela 5A 312/6.18
IMP-J 299/19.75 Hawkege 1 303/23.04 Hawkege 1 308/5.73 Solrad IIB 312/6.77
'Solrad IIB 299.22.14 ISEE-A-B 304/0.65 ISEE-A-B 308/10.21 Hawkege 1 312/12.39
Vala 6A 300/10.25 Solrad 11A 304/9.50 Vela 6B 308/16.22 Solrad 11A 312/17.10
Hawkege 1 300/13.43 Vela 5A 304/12.55 ISEE-A-B 308/22.15 Prognoz 5 313/0.76
Vela 6B 300/21.58 Hawkege 1 304/19.63 Prognoz 5 309/1.28 ISEE-A-B 313/7.60
Vela 5B 300/23.12 Prognoz 5 305/1.64 Hawkege 1 309/1.85 Hawkege 1 313/8,10
Prognoz 5 301/2.02 Solrad 11B 305/2.21 Vela SA 309/6.63 Vela 6B 313/9.82
ISEE-A-B 301/2.27 Vale 6A 305/4.22 Solrad 11A 309/13.56 IMP-.f 313/15.60
IMP-J 391/8.64 Vela 6B 305/15.83 Prognoz 5 309/19.07 Prognoa 5 313/18.50
ISEE-A-B 301/13.88 Vela 5B 305/17.17 Vela 6A 309/82.00 ISEE-A-B 313/19.78
Hawkege 1 301/19.70 Prognoz 5 305/19.62 Solrad 11B 310/6.36 Vela 5A 314/0.50
Prognoz 5 301/20.17 ISEE-A-B 305/23.57 Hawkege 1 310/9.07 Vela 6A 314/15.49
Solrad 11B 301/22.57 Hawkege 1 306/2.39 Vela 6B 310/10.02 Hawkege 1 314/15.72
Vela 6A 302/3.42 ISEE-A-B 306/11.40 Vela SB 310/10.92 Solrad IIA 314/17.55
Solrad 11A 302/8.88 IMP-H 306/14.03 ISEE-A-B 310/20.89 Vela 6B 315/4.04
Hawkege 1 302/46.53 Vela 6A 306/21.63 Hawkege 1 311/4.97 Vela 5B 315/4.35
r
Table 2. Magnetopause Crossings, Days 382-365 1977 (continued)
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Solrad 110 315/10.65 Hawkeye 1 319/17.51 Hawkeye 1 323/23.82 Vela SA 328/4.96
Hawkeye 1 315/11.23 Solrad 11A 319/21.76 Vela 3A 324/2.10 Solrad 11A 328/5.43
ISEE-A-B 315/18.24 Vela 5B 319/21.80 IMP-J 324/2.10 Hawkeye 1 328/6.17
ISEE-A-B 316/6.62 Vela 6B 319/22.00 Vela SB 324/14.89 ISEE-A-B 328/12.73
IMP-H 316/8.99 Solrad 11B 320/14.72 Vela 6B 324/15.77 Vela 6A 328/19.18
Vela 6A 316/9.73 ISEE-A-B 320/15.45 Prognoz 5 324/23.32 Prognoz 5 328/22.87
Hawkeye 1 316/19.05 Prognoz 5 320/23.78 Solrad 11A 325/1.85 IMP-H 329/2.64
Vela 5B 316/22.98 Hawkeye 1 321/1.75 Hawkeye 1 325/8.41 Vela 5B 329/7.93
Vela SA 316/23.36 Vela 6A 321/3.74 ISEE-A-B 325/12.74 Vela 6B 329/9.34
Prognoz 5 317/0.27 ISEE-A-B 321/4.17 Prognoz 5 325/16.76 Hawkeye 1 329/15.09
Solrad 11B 317/10.90 Vela 5A 321/16.48 Solrad i1B 32S/1$.89 Prognoz 5 329/16.28
Hawkeye 1 317/14.36 Vela 5B 321/16.85 Vela 6A 325/21.41 Solrad 11A 330/5.85
Prognoz 5 317/17.89 Prognoz 5 321/17.31 IMP-J 325/21.92 Hawkeye 1 330/9.34
Solrad 11A 317/21.26 Hawkeye 1 321/20.66 ISEE-A-B 326/1.85 ISEE-A-B 330/9.96
Veto 6B 318/3.31 Solrad 11B 322/15.14 Hawkeye 1 326/2.99 Vale 6A 330/14.95
ISEE-A-B 318/4.83 Vela 6B 322/20.52 Vale 5A 326/9.40 Solrad 13 338/23.80
ISEE-A-B 318/17.39 Solrad 11A 323/1.32 Vela 5B 326/10.30 ISEE-A-B 330/23.60
Vets SA 318/18.11 ISEE-A-$ 323/2.09 Hawkeye 1 327/11.75 Vela SA 331/2.28
Hawkeye 1 318/22.39 Hawkeye 1 323/5.07 Vela 6B 327/13.64 Vela 58 331/3.60
IMP-H 319/5.21 Vela 5A 323/11.71 Solrad 11B 327/19.22 Hawkeye 1 331/18.45









(d/h)	 (d/h)	 (d/h)	 (d/h)
Vela 60	 332/6.67
	 Solrad 11B	 336/3.10	 Vela 5B	 340/13.92	 Vela 6A	 344/18.67
Hawkege 1	 332/12.54
	 IMP-J	 336/10.06	 Solrad 11A	 340/13.98	 Prognoz 5	 344/80.82
ISEE-A-B
	 332/20.54	 Hawkege 1	 336/18.95	 ISEE-A-B	 340/19.15	 ISEE-A-B	 345/1.42
Vale 5A	 332/22.14	 Prognoz 5
	 336/21.95
	








	 Vela SA	 337/15.18	 Solrad 11B	 341/7.31	 Hawkeye 1	 345/7.78
t$olrad 11A
	 333/9.48
	 Prognoz S	 337/15.40	 Prognoz 5
	
341/14.92	 Prognoz 5	 345/14.40
ISEE-A-B	 333/10.46	 ISEE-A-B
	 337/17.68
	 Vela 6B	 341/16.26	 ISEE-A-B	 345/17.10
Veto 6A	 333/12.14	 Solrad 11B	 338/3.45	 IMP-H	 341/21.98	 Solrad 11A	 345/18.81
Prognoz 5	 333/15.84	 Hawkege 1	 338/4.51	 Vela 5A	 342/8.09	 Vela 68
	
346/9.04
Hawkege 1	 333/21.81	 Vela 6A	 338/4.9S
	 Hawkege 1	 342/11.18	 Solrad 11B	 346/11.59
Vela 5B
	 334/0.89	 ISEE-A-B










	 334/15.75	 Solrad 11A	 338/13.57	 Hawkege 1
	




	 338/17.71	 ISEE-A-B	 343/6.15	 ISEE-A-B	 347/11.93
Vela 6A	 335/8.34
	 Vela 6B	 338/20.09
	 Solrad 11B	 343/7.51	 Vela 6A	 347/14.40









	 ISEE-A-B	 340/4.32	 Solrad 11A
	 343/17.84
	 Vela 6B	 348/6.28
ISEE-A-B	 335/21.32	 Hawkege 1	 340/7.85	 Hawkege 1
	
344/14.53	 Solrad 11B	 348/11.78
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Hawkeye 1 348/21.21 Vela 6B 352/23.18 ISEE-A-B 357/6.01 Prognoz 5 361/12.65
Solrad 11A 348/21.92 ISEE-A-B 353/2.07 IMP-H 357/10.25 IMP-J 361/15.20
IMP-J 349/1.39 Hawkeye 1 353/3. 89 Hawkeye 1 357/i0.57 Vela 6A 361/16.17
Vela 6A 349/11.78 Prognoz S 353/13.43 Vela 5$ 357/12.57 Hawkeye 1 361/17.29
Prognoz 5 349/13.90 Solrad 11B 353/15.96 Prognoz 5 357/13.03 Solrad 11B 361/24.00
Hawkeye 1 349/14.21 Hawkeye 1 353/20.65 Vela 6B 357/15.98 ISEE-A-B 362/2.87
Vela 5A 349/20.78 Solrad 11A 354/2.01 ISEE-A-B 358/0.28 Vela 50 362/5.26
ISEE-A-B 349/22.46 Vela 6A 3S4/4.62 Hawkeye 1 358/3.14 Vela 69 362/8.75
Vela SB 349/23.79 Vela 5A 354/13.28 Solrad 11B 358/20.04 Hawkeye 1 362/9.64
ISEE-A-B 350/15.03 Vsl!k 5B 354/16.51 Vela 6A 358/21.42 ISEE-A-B 362/22.56
Solrad 11A 350/22.23 IMP-H 354/16.65 Vela 5A 359/5.82 Vela 6A 363/14.15
Hawkeye 1 351/0.56 ISEE-A-B 354/19453 Solrad 11A 359/6.12 Hawkeye 1 363/20.64
Vela 6B 351/1.64 Hawkeye 1 355/7.23 Vela SB 359/9.23 Vela 5A 363/22.34
IMP-J 351/11.04 ISEE-A-B 355/13.17 Hawkeye 1 359/13.93 Solrad 11B 364/0.18
Solrad 11B 351/15.68 Vela 6B 355/18.26 ISEE-A-B 359/16.46 Vela 5B 364/1.90
Hawkeye 1 351/17.43 Hawkeye 1 355/23.89 Hawkeye 1 360/6.39 IMP-J 364/S.62
Vela 5A 351/17.60 Solrad 11A 356/2.29 Vela 6B 360/10.89 Solrad liA 364/10.18
Vela 6A 352/6.98 Vela 5A 356/10.18 ISEE-A-B 360/11.42 Hawkeye 1 364/12.89
ISEE-A-B 352/9.00 Prognoz 5 356/19.12 Prognoz S 360/18.57 ISEE-A-B 364/13.28
Prognoz 5 352/19.67 Solrad 11B 356/19.87 Vela 5A 361/2.76 Prognoz 5 364/17.98
Vela 59 352/19.89 Vela 6A 356/23.59 Solrad 11A 361/6.31 Vela 6B 365/3.45

















Prognoz 5 183/7.96 IMP-H 200/20.55 Prognoz 5 216/18.16 Solrad 11B 235/4.89
Solrad IIB 183/12.18 Prognoz 5 200/22.29 IMP-H 218/18.82 IMP-.f 235/7.40
Prognoz 5 185/3.88 Solrad 11B 201/0.73 Prognoz 5 218/20.97 Prognoz 5 236/14.42
Solrad 118 185/12.51 IMP-J 202/15.07 Sotrad 11B 219/16.60 Solrad 118 237/5.28
IMP-j 185/i9.17 Prognoz 5 203/1.70 Prognoz 5 229/17.31 Prognoz 5 238/15.86
Prognoz 5 187/6.66 Sotrad 11$ 204/4.38 Solrad 119 221/17.04 IMP-J 239/18.27
IMP-H 188/8.48 Prognoz 5 204/21.89 Prognoz 5 222/19.91 IMP-H 239/11.85
Solrad IIB 188/16.19 IMP-H 205/22.69 IMP-d 222/21.47 Sotrad 11B 240/8,95
Prognoz 5 189/2.40 Solrad 119 20614.82 Prognoz 5 224/16.48 Prognos S 240/13.92
IMP-J 190/12,48 Prognoz 5 207/0.52 Solrad 119 224/20.64 Solrad 11B 242/9.27
Sotrad IIB 190/16.66 Prognoz 5 208/19.98 IMP-H 226/15.78 Prognoz S 242/14.89
Prognoz 5 191/5.40 Solrad 118 209/8.55 Prognoz 5 226/18.88 IMP-H 244/8.25
Prognoz 5 193/0.97 IMP-J 210/12.08 Sotrad 118 226/21.12 Prognoz 5 244/13.50
IMP-H 193/4.72 Prognoz 5 210/23.28 IMP-J 226/23.78 Solrad 11B 2245/12.96
Solrad 10 193/20.23 Solrad 118 211/8.80 Prognoz 5 2228/15.71 Prognoz 5 246/14.03
Prognoz 5 195/4.14 Prognoz S 212/19.00 Solrad 118 230/0.67 Solrad 119 247/13.42
Solrad IIB 195/20.74 IMP-H 213/15.58 Prognoz S 230/17.85 IMP-.1 247/21.56
Prognoz 5 196/23.59 Sotrad IIB 214/12.51 IMP-H 231/14.64 Prognos 5 248/13.07
IMP-J 198/3.67 IMP-J 214/16.39 Solrad IIB 232/1.14 Prognoz S 250/13.22
Solrad IIB 199/0.25 Prognoz 5 214/22.09 Prognoz 5 2232/15.03 Solrad 118 250/17.06
Prognoz 5 199/2.91 Solrad 118 216/12.88 Prognoz 5 234/16.85 IMP-3 I	 c'Sr'/(l-12











IMP-H 252/2.74 IMP-H 269/16.92 Solrad IIB 286/21.61 Solrad IIB 297/5.99
Prognoz 5 252/12.64 Prognoz 5 270/9.34 ISEE-A-B 287/1.10 Prognoz 5 298/5.36
Solrad 11B 252/17.60 Solrad 11B 271/9.43 Prognoz 5 288/10.66 ISEE-A-B 298/11.92
Prognoz 5 254/12.43 Prognoz S 272/11.26 ISEE-A-B 288/17.01 IMP-J 298/18.76
Solrad 118 255/21.09 Solrad 11B 273/9.96 Solrad 11B 288/22.40 Solrad 11B 299/6.67
Prognoz 5 256/12.23 IMP-J 273/15.89 IMP-H 289/10.53 ISEE-A-B 299/7.39
IMP-H 256/23.99 Prognoz 5 274/8.71 ISEE-A-B 289/11.96 Prognoz 5 300/10.59
Solrad 11B 257/21.67 Prognoz 5 276/11.13 IMP-J 289119.94 ISEE-A-B 300/22.59
Prognoz 5 258/11.63 Solrad IIB 276/13.49 Prognoz 5 290/6.40 ISEE-A-B 301/18.28
Prognoz 5 260/11.89 IMP-H 276/22.35 ISEE-A-B 291/3.72 IMP-H 302/1.09
IMP -11 260/19.50 IMP-J 277/10.92 ISEE-A-B 291/22.78 Prognoz 5 302/4.97
Solrad 110 261/1.20 Prognoz 5 278/8.14 Solrad 11B 292/1.84 IMP-,1 302/5.89
Prognoz 5 262/10.84 Solrad IIB 278/14.14 Prognoz 5 292/10.56 Solrad 11B 302/10.01
Solrad 11B 263/1.79 Prognoz 5 280/10.96 ISEE-A-B 293/14.46 ISEE-A-B 303/9.23
Prognoz 5 264/11.59 Solrad 11B 281/17.60 Solrad 118 294/2.59 ISEE-A-B 304/5.17
IMP-H 264/12.74 Prognoz 5 282/7.58 Prognox 5 294/5.85 Prognoz 5 384/10.63
IMP-J 264/18.39 IMP-H 282/10.85 ISEE-A-B 294/9.63 Solrad 110 304/10.79
Solrad 1#B 266/5.42 Solrad 11B 283/18.35 IMP-H 295/4.57 ISEE-A-B 30S/19.85
Prognoz 5 266/10.07 Prognoz 5 284/10.79 ISEE-A-B 296/1.19 Prognoz 5 306/4.66
Solrad 11B 268/5.89 Prognoz 5 286/6.99 Prognoz 5 296/10.53 ISEE-A-B 306/16.05
Prognoz 5 268/11.39 IMP--J 286/7.00 ISEE-A-B 296/20.50 Solrad IIB 307/14.11









IMP-H 307/19.03 ISEE-A-B 318/0.86 Solrad 11B 328/6.65 ISEE-A-B 338/16.01
ISEE-A-B 308/6.45 Prognoz 5 318/3.65 Prognoz 5 328/10.53 IMP-J 339/16.89
Prognoz 5 308/10.61 ISEE-A-B 318/22.83 ISEE-A-B 328/19.12 ISEE-A-B 339/23.10
ISEE-A-B 309/2.92 Solrad 11B 319/23.32 Prognoz 5 330/2.92 IMP-H 340/8.51
Solrad 110 309/15.01 IMP-H 320/8.75 ISEE-A-B 330/5.50 Prognoz 5 340/10.39
Prognoz 5 310/4.35 Prognoz 5 320/10.46 Solrad 11B 330/7.59 Solrad 110 340/16.03
ISEE-A-B 310/17.08 ISEE-A-8 320/11.40 ISEE-A-B 331/6.29 ISEE-A-B 341/3.43
IMP-.) 310/23.85 ISEE-A-B 321/9.82 Prognoz 5 332/10.56 Prognoz 5 342/2.56
ISEE-A-B 311/13.84 Prognoz 5 322/3.34 ISEE-A-B 332/15.92 ISEE-A-B 342/9.43
Prognoz S 312/i0.57 ISEE-A-B 322/21,96 IMP-H 333/0.50 ISEE-A-8 343/14.98
Solrad i1B 312/18.23 IMP-J 323/2.43 Solrad M 333/10.71 Solrad i1B 343/18.95
ISEE-A-B 313/3.76 Solrad 118 323/2.55 ISEE-A-B 333/17.50 Prognoz S 344/10.28
ISEE-A-B 314/0.85 ISEE-A-B 323/20.87 Prognoz 5 334/2.82 ISEE-A -B 344/19.64
Prognoz 5 314/4.00 Prognoz 5 324/10.47 ISEE-A-B 335/2.31 Solrad 11B 345/20.18
IMP-J 314/15.64 Solrad IIB 325/3.51 IMP-,1 335/9.56 Hawkeda 1 345/20.45
IMP-H 314/17.64 ISEE-A-B 325/8.50 Solrad i1B 335/11.75 IMP-H 345/21.28
Solrad 11B 314/19.25 Prognoz 5 326/3.08 ISEE-A-B 336/4.73 Hawkege 1 346/0.29
ISEE-A-$ 315/14.34 ISEE-A-B 326/7.96 Prognoz 5 336/10.50 Prognoz 5 346/2.37
Prognoz 5 316/10.52 IMP-J 327/0.62 ISEE-A-B 337/12.68 ISEE-A-B 346/2.54
ISEE-A-B 316/11.87 IMP-H 327/12.79 Prognoz 5 338/2.73 ISEE-A-B 347/5.78
Solrad 11B 317/22.28 ISEE-A-B 327/19.03 Solrad '11B 338/14.85 IMP-J 347/21.90
: 4










Hawkege 1 347/22.48 Prognoz 5 i	 3522/9.81 Prognoz 5 356/9.67 Hawkege 1 361/3.92
Hawkege 1 348/4.84 Hawkaye 1 352/12.90 Hawkege 1 356/20.51 ISEE-A-B 361/4.18
Prognoz 5 348/10.00 IMP-J 352/17.20 ISEE-A-B 356/21.46 Solrad 11B 361/8.62
ISEE-A-B 348/14.18 IMP-H 353/1.68 Prognoz 5 358/1.98 ISEE-A-B 361/15.42
Solrad 11B 348/23.14 ISEE--A-B 353/13.96 Hawkege 1 358/12.20 Prognoz 5 362/1.96
ISEE-A-B 349/15.89 Prognoz 5 354/2.06 ISEE-A-B 358/14.85 Hawkege 1 362/18.20
Hawkege 1 350/0.96 Solrad 11B 354/3.39 IMP-H 358/18.32 Hawkege 1 363/7.54
Prognoz 5 350/2.21 Hawkege 1 354/6.40 Hawkege 1 359/0.23 Prognoz 5 364/9.20
Hawkaye 1 350/8.96 ISEE-A-B 354/11.79 ISEE-A-B 359/6.78 Solrad U B 364/11.57
Solrad 118 351/0.35 Hawkege 1 354/16.73 Solrad i1B 359/7.48 Hawkaye 1 364/21.26
ISEE-A-B 351/1.96 ISEE-A-B 356/2.23 Prognoz 5 360/9.46 Hawkege 1 365/11.14
ISEE-A-B 352/1.90 Solrad 11B 356/4.51 IMP-J 360/11.82 IMP-J 365/11.60
Hawkege 1 352/3.62 Hawkege 1 356/9.26 Hawkege 1 360/15.17 IMP-H 365/15.09

















Vela 6B 182/6.23 182/10.74 Vela 5A 199410408 199/15.81 Vela 6A 215/14.98 215/15.85
Vala 6A 183/10.40 183/14.16 Solrad 11A 200/6.75 200/12.81 Vela 6A 216/0.51 216/5.88
Vela 5B 18;3/12.81 183/17.66 IMP-J 200/8.95 200/15.23 Solrad 11A 216/1.35 216/5.39
Solrad 11A 185/5.50 185/9.02 Vela 6B 200/12.86 201/0.90 Vala 5B 216/4.96 216/8.32
Vela 5A 185/12.32 185/17.18 Vela 6A 202/2.41 202/7.73 Vela 5A 218/3.97 218/7.46
Vela 6B 186/16.39 187//.34 Val& 5B 202/6.44 202/10.22 Solrad 11$ 218/8.56 218/12.53
Vela 6A 188/3.84 188/9.28 Solrad 11B 203/3.66 203/13.02 Solrad 11B 218/23.86 219/1.04
Vela 5B 188/7.98 188/11.91 Vela 5A 204/5.66 20419.45 Val& 6B 219/6.72 219/10.03
IMP-J 188/12.52 188/17.68 Vela 6B 205/8.38 205/12.41 Vela 6A 220/8.80 220/13.25
Solrad IIA 190/5.34 190/13.02 Vala 6A 206/10.72 206/19A9 Vela 5B 220/14.92 22113.33
Vela 5A 190/7.41 190/11.37 Vela 5B 206/13.43 207/4.88 Solrad 11A 221/1.40 221/5.98
Vela 6B 191/10.26 191/14.49 Solrad 11B 208/:1.93 208115.96 Vela SA 222/12.98 223/1.63
Vala 6A 192/13.54 192/21.05 Vela 5A 208/12.05 20g13.64 Solrad IIB 223/23.67 224/3.47
Vela 5B 192/22.05 193/6.32 Vela 6B 210/3.34 210/7.71 Vala 6B 224/1.66 224/5.92
Solrad 116 193/3.97 19315.02 Solrad 11A 211/1.50 211/5.02 IMP-J 22414.48 224/7.47
Vela 5A 194/20.02 195/5.41 Vela 6A 211/6.89 211/1042 Vela 6A 225/5.36 225/8.50
Solrad 11A 195/5.55 195/13.80 Val& 5B 211/8.79 211/13.05 Vela 5B 22S/7.40 225/10.53
Vela 6B 196/4.88 196/9.48 IMP-J 212.6.06 212/10.15 Solrad 11A 226/1.72 226/7.46
Vela SA 197/8.68 197/12.70 Solrad 11B 21314.87 213/15.41 Solrad 11A 226/13.59 226/17.02
Vela 5B 197/10.72 197/16.50 Vela 5A 213/8.14 213/11.85 Vela 5A 227/6.65 i 2227/9.57













Solrad 11B 228/23.70 229/3.75 Vela 5B 248/21.94 249/0.69 Solrad 11A 287/18.61 287/23.85
Uela 6A 229/17.92 230/4.17 Solrad 11B 249/2,65 249/23.47 Solrad 11B 289/23.70 290/21.10
Vela 5B 230/3.67 230/6.76 Solrad IIA 251/21.50 252/2.15 Solrad 11A 292/19.56 293/0.75
Solrad 11A 231/2.49 231/21.02 Vela 6B 252/0.98 252/3.38 IMP-H 292/23.21 293/2.72
Vela 5A 232/2.38 232/5.78 Solrad IIB 254/7.00 254/23.82 Solrad 11B 294/23.73 295/3.39
Vela 6B 233/5.42 233/8.28 Solrad 11A 256/22.28 257/3.09 Solrad LIB 295/15.46 295/22.03
Solrad SIB 234/0.01 234/4.42 Vela 6A 258/0.98 2258/1.71 Solrad IIA 297/20.11 298/1.94
Vela 5B 234/17.92 235/1.93 Solrad 11B 259/18.43 260/0.38 Solrad 110 300/17.45 300/22.78
Solrad 11A 236/4.03 237/1.03 Solrad IIA 261/23.08 262/4.72 IMP-J 301/5.97 301/8.64
Vela 5A 236/18.70 236/23.13 Solrad 118 264/20.11 265/1.10 Vela 5B 302/4.42 302/5.60
Vela 6B 237/23.80 238/4.46 Solrad 11A 266/23.88 267/8462 Solrad IIA 3022/20.39 303/5.79
Solrad 11$ 239/0.48 239/5.63 Solrad 11A 267/15.92 267/19.66 IMP-H 305/1.67 305/8.39
Vela 6A 239/4.17 239/7.00 IMP-H 268/2.19 268/4.82 Vela 6B 305/4.34 305/5.00
Solrad 11B 239/16.00 239/17.07 Solrad 11B 269/21.14 270/2.06 IMP-H 305/13.21 305/19.80
Solrad 11A 241/19.10 242/1.21 Solrad 11A 272/0.96 272/21.22 Solrad 11B 305/18.37 305/23.41
Vela 6A 243/220.94 244/2.75 Solrad 11B 274/21.94 27S/3.57 Vela 6A 306/7.84 306/11.00
Solrad 11B 244/1.29 244/8.77 Solrad IIA 277/8.08 277/22.17 Solrad 11A 307/20.39 308/17.71
Vela 5B 244/3.96 244/5.66 Solrad 11B 279/22.61 280/6.85 Solrad 11B 310/18.80 310/23.85
Solrad IIB 244/13.43 244/21.07 IMP-H 280/4.50 28i/0.92 Vela 6A 311/3.12 311/5.02
Vela 5A 246/1.99 246/4.52 Solrad IIA 282/16.71 2822/222.99 Solrad 11A 312/21.92 i 313/19.52





Table 4. Neutral Sheet Passes, Days 182-365 1977 (continued)















IMP-S 313/7.64 313/14.42 Vela SA 327/6.57 327/15.38 Solrad 11B 341/13.87 341/18.70
Solrad 11B 315/18.95 316/0.09 Solrad 11A 328/15.95 328/20.48 IMP-H 341/21.98 341/23.42
Vole 6A 315/23.14 316/0.01 Vote 6B 328/18.40 328/22.87 IMP-H 342/2.54 342/17.31
Vela 5B 316/4.64 316/7.67 IMP-H 329/19.39 330/0.01 Vale 6B 342/18.43 342/22.85
IMP-H 317/15.76 317/22.28 Vale 6A 329/23.03 330/1.70 Vela 6A 343/22.68 344/1.68
Vela 5A 318/1.85 318/4.20 Vale 5B 330/5.10 330/8.90 Vale 5B 344/5.51 344/18.87
Solrad 11A 318/1.92 3187.50 Solrad 116 331/3.92 331/18.92 Solrad 11A 344/9.37 344/13.53
Solrad 11A 318/13.46 318/29.32 Vale 5A 332/1.73 332/4.34 Vale 5A 346/1.28 346/4.37
Vela 6B 319/4.50 319/7.51 Vela 6B 333/4.78 333/8.40 Solrad 11B 346/15.95 346/18.31
Vela 6A 320/8.59 320/19.00 Solrad 11A 333/16.10 333/20.14 Vela 6B 347/4.98 347/9.85
Solrad 11B 320/18.96 320/23.61 Vale 6A 334/9.93 334/21.00 Vela 6A 348/12.32 348/20.92
Vale 5B 321/0.65 321/3.03 Vela 5B 335/0.62 335/3.26 Vale 5B 349/0.32 349/3.46
Solrad 11B 321/3.78 321/16.53 Solrad 11B 336/7.922 336/8.96 Solrad 11A 349/7.76 349/15.54
Vela 5A 322/21.22 323/0.23 Solrad 11B 336/13.09 336/18.93 IMP-J 358/6.34 351/0.82
Solrad 11A 323/5.93 323/6.49 Vale 5A 336/20.81 337/0.07 Vela 5A 359/20.07 350/23.68
Solrad 11A 323/15.26 323/20.55 Vale 6B 338/0.42 338/3.12 Vets 6B 351/23.89 352/3.10
Veto 6B 324/0.53 324/2.95 IMP-J 338/1.39 338/4.09 Vale 6A 353/2.89 353/6.76
Vela SA 325/3.18 325/5.79 Solrad IIA 338/17.95 338/19.67 Vela 5B 353/18667 353/222.71
I?IP-J 325/8.68 325/13.07 Vale 6A 339/3.23 339/6.29 Solrad 11A 354/7.59 354/15.84
Vela 5B 325/18.78 325/22.85 Vela 5B 339/19.00 339/22.93 IMP-H 354/16.67 354/17.39
Solrad 11B 326/3.28 326/16.35 Veto 5b 341/7.03 341/16.322 Vela SA 355/7.15 355/16.10
Table 4. Neutral Sheet Passes, Days 182-365 1977 (concluded)












Solrad 11A 355/20.73 355/222.04 Vala 5A 360/0.15 360/4.03 Vela 5B 362/83.85 363/3.12
Vela 6B 356/17.90 356/22.46 Solrad IIA 360/20.65 360/22.28 Sotrad 11B 363/17.96 363/20.04
Vela 6A 357/21.90 358/1.39 Vela 6B 361/4.50 361/11.29 Solrad 11A 364/14.93 364/15.29
Vela 5B 358/5.70 358/13.32 Vela 6A 362/13.12 362/20.25 Vela 5A 364/18.87 364/x2.78
















Solrad 11B 182/1.00 182/16.02 Solrad 11A 188/20.93 189/8 . 84 Vale 6A	 197/4.65	 1 197/8.68
Vela 68 182/1.00 182/6.23 IMP-H 189/17.98 190/3.95 Vole 5B	 197/6.99 197/10.72
Vela 6B 182/10.74 182/14.02 Solrad 11A 189/22.92 190/5.34 Vela 6A	 197/12.70 197/17.13
Vela 6A 183/6.17 183/10.40 Vela SA 190/2.29 190/7.41 Vela 5B	 197/16.50 198/2.83
Vela SB 183/8.55 183/12.81 Vela 5A 190/11.37 190/15 . 09 Solrad 11B	 197/22.38 198/3.70
Vela 6A 183/ 14.16 183/ 17.62 Vela 6B 191 /6.27 191 /10.26 Solrad 11A	 199/4 . 93 199/6.09
Solrad 11A 183/17.29 184/12.41 Vela 6B 191/14.49 191/19.05 Vale SA	 199/6.50 199/10.08
Vela 5B 183/17.66 184/2.13 Solrad 11B 191/18.73 192/15.88 IMP-J	 199/13.65 199/16.78
Solrad 11A 185/0.40 185/5.50 Vale 6A 192/8.73 192/13.54 Vale 5A	 199/15.21 200/0.48
Vale 5A 185/8.17 185/12.32 Vela 5B 192/10.94 192/22 . 05 Solrad 11A	 199/20.51 200/6.75
Vela 5A 185/17.18 186/0.68 Vela 6A 192/21.05 193/7 . 80 IMP-J	 200/4.24 200/8.95
Vale 6B 186/10.09 186/16.39 Solrad 11B 192/23.60 193/3.97 Vale 6B	 200/8.24 200/12.86
Solrad 11B 186/18.57 187/16.19 Vela 5B 193/6.32 193/ 11.03 Solrad 11A	 200/12.81 200/21.022
Veto 6B 187/1.34 187/9.60 Solrad ILA 194/0.93 194/7.12 IMP-J	 200/15.23 201/11.92
Vela 6A 187/12.93 188/3.84 Veto 5A 194/9.98 194/20.02 Vale 6S	 201/0.90 201/8.73
Solrad 11B 188/0.55 188/1.02 Solrad	 1'.,A 194/21.23 195/5.55 Vale 6A	 201/13.94 202/2.41
Vale 5B 188/3.10 188/7.98 Vale 5A 195/5.41 195/ 10.45 Solrad IIB	 201/20.94 202/7.21
IMP-J 188/7.11 188 /12.52 Solrad 11A 195/ 13.80 195/17.02 Vela 5B	 22OR/1.77 202/6.44
Vela 6A 188/9.28 188/ 12.99 Veto 6B 195/ 14.95 196/4.88 Vela 6A	 202/7.73 202/11.98
Vela 5B 188/ 11.91 188 / 15.56 Vela 6B 196/9.48 196/ 13.34 Vela 58	 202/10.22 202/14.49
-IMP J ^	 188 /17.68 189/12.84 lSo rod 11B 196/	 .9$18 /19? 12.07 Solrad 11B	 2202/21.24, 203/3.66`










Satellite Entry Time	 Exit Time
Wh)	 Wh )
Vale 5A 204/0.23 204/5.66 IMP-J 211/18.42 211/19.80 Solrad IIA 219/21.21	 220/6.25
Vela 5A 204/9.45 204/13.59 IMP-J 212/1.64 212/6.06 Vale 6A 2220/7.95	 220/8.80
Solrad ILA 204/20.47 206/1.02 IMP-J 212/10.15 213/9.59 Vela 6A 220/13.25	 221/4.34
Vela 6B 205/4.74 205/8.38 Solrad 11B 212/20.80 213/4.87 Solrad 11A 220/18.20	 221/1.40
Vela 6B 205/12.41 205/18.31 Vela 5A 213/4.99 213/8.14 Vela 5B 221/3.33	 221/7.78
Vela 6A 206/7.08 206/10.72 Vela 5A 213/11.85 213/22.63 Solrad 11A 221/5.98	 221/13.02
Vela 5B 206/11.99 206/13.43 Solrad 11B 213/15.41 213/21.03 Solrad IIB 222/21.42	 223/23.67
Vela 6A 206/19.49 207/6.38 Vela 6B 214/8.96 214/10.18 Vale 5A 223/1.63	 223/6.70
Solrad 11B 207/0.95 207/5.62 Solrad 11A 214/20.92 216/1.35 Vela 6B 223/18.92	 224/1.66
Vela 5B 207/4.88 207/9.66 Vela 6B 214/23.25 215/7.04 IMP-J 224/2.60	 224/4.48
Solrad SIB 207/20.77 208/3.93 Vela 6A 215/15.85 216/0.51 Solrad 11B 224/3.47	 224/5.04
Vela 5A 208/11.93 208/12.05 Vela 5B 215/23.82 216/4.96 Vale 6B 224/5.92	 224/9.81
Solrad 11B 208/15.96 208/17.04 Solrad 11A 216/5.39 216/9.02 IMP-J 224/7.47	 224/11.92
Vela 5A 209/3.64 209/8.80 Vela 6A 216/5.88 216/10.21 IMP-J 224/16.21	 225/5.99
Vela 6B 209/16.92 210/3.34 We 5B 216/8.32 216/12.30 Solrad ILA 225/0.92	 225/4.25
Solrad 11A 209/20.64 211/1.50 Vela 5A 217/20.92 218/3.97 Vale 6A 225/1.41	 225/5.36
Velr 6B 210/7.71 210/11.89 Solrad 11B 217/21.07 218/8.56 Val& 5B 225/6.98	 22517.40
Vela 6A 211/3.07 211/6.89 Vela 5A 218/7.46 2218/11.23 Vale 6A 225/8.50	 225/12.55
Vela 5B f 211/5.61 211/8.79 Solrad 118 218/12.53 218/23.86 Vela 5B 225/10.63	 226/0.29
Vela 6A 211/10.52 211/15.46 Vale 6B 219/3.31 219/6.72 Solrad 11A 225/19.42	 j 226/1.72
Vela 5B 211/13.05 212/1.86 Vale 6B 219/10.03 219/15.58 Solrad 11A 226/7.46	 1, 226/13.59










Satellite Entry Time	 Exit Time
Wh )	 Wh )
Vela SA 227/5.96 227/6.65 IMP-J 236/18.78 237/3.30 Vela 6B 247/7.95	 247/10.06
Veto SA 227/9.57 227/15.02 Vela 5A 236/23,13 237/4.81 Vela 6A 248/13.96	 248/14.66
Solrad 11B 227/21.81 228/23.70 Vela 6B 237/20.98 237/23.80 Vela 6A 248/16.55	 249/0.28
Vein 6B 228/12.78 229/5.03 Solrad 11B 238/0.97 238/3.50 Solrad 11B 248/20.40	 249/2.65
Solrad 1IB 229/3.75 229/9.04 Vela 6B 838/4.46 238/7.89 Vela 5B 249/0.69	 249/4.78
Vela 5B 229/23.98 230/3.67 Solrad i1B 238/18.63 239/0.48 Solrad 11B 249/23.47	 250/2.00
Vela 6A 230/4.17 230/8.15 Vela 6A 239/3.92 839/4.17 Vela 5A 250/19.96	 251/3.32
Vela 5B 230/6.76 230/10.03 Solrad 11B 239/5.63 239/16.00 Solrad 11A 250/22.07	 251/21.50
IMP-H 230/7.57 230/8.88 Vela 6A 239/7.00 239/10.18 Solrad 11A 252/2.15	 252/6.49
Solrad IIA 230/20.21 231/2.49 Veto 5B 239/10.94 239/13.35 Vale 6B 252/3.38	 252/6.50
Vela 5A 231/22.96 232/2.38 Solrad 11A 240/21.34 241/19.10 Vela 6A 253/7.94	 253/8.74
Veto SA 232/5.78 232/9.00 Veto 5A 241/8.97 241/11.39 Solrad 11B 253/20.95	 254/7.00
Solrad 11B 232/22.15 233/5.57 Solrad 11A 242/1.21 242/4.67 Solrad 11B 254/23.$2	 255/3.39
Veto 6B 233/3.97 233/5.42 Vela 6B 242/14.92 243/3.25 IMP-H 255/4.67	 2SS/17.04
Vela 6B 233/8.28 233/12.01 Solrad 11B 243/19.67 244/1.29 Solrad IIA 256/8.93	 256/4.60
Solrad SIB 233/16.69 234/0.01 Vela 6A 244/2.75 244/6.42 Solrad 11A 256/16.42	 256/22.28
Solrad 11B 234/4.42 234/13.06 Vela 5B 244/5.66 244/8.46 Vela 6B 256/18.96	 257/1.96
Vets 6A 1 234/10.92 235/2.25 Solrad 11B 244/8.77 244/13.43 Solrad IIA 257/3.09	 2$7/17.83
Veto 5B 235/1.93 235/6.06 Solrad U A 245/21.78 246/20.64 Vole 6A 258/1.71	 258/5.22
Solrad 11A 235/20.81 236/4.03 Vela 5A 246/4.S2 246/7.39 Solrad 11B 258/21.39	 i 259/18.43














Solrad 11A 261/18.08 261/23.08 Solrad 11A 276/19.89 277/8.08	 Solrad 11B 294/21.99 294/23.73
Solrad 11A 262/4.72 262/21.04 Solrad 11A 277/22.17 278/2.35	 Solrad 11B 295/3.39 295/15.46
Vela 5B 263/3.96 263/4.05 Solrad IIB 279/18.!.5 279/22.61	 Solrad 11B 295/22.03 296/2.76
Solrad 13 263/21.93 264/20.11 IMP-H 280/0.87 280/4.50	 Vela 5B 297/6.00 297/10.01
Solrad 11B 265/1.10 265/5.29 Solrad IIB 280/6.85 281/0.42	 Solrad ILA 297/15.82 297/20.11
Vela 5A 265/1.96 265/2.35 Solrad 11A 281/20.96 282/16.71	 Solrad IIA 298/1.94 298/23.35
Solrad 11A 266/18.98 266/23.88 Solrad 11A 282/22.99 283/3.25	 Vela 5A 299/3.37 299/6.02
Solrad 11A 267/8.62 267/15.92 Solrad 11B 284/18.69 284/23.21	 Solrad 11B 300/2.92 300/17.45
IMP-H 267/9.06 267/11.90 Solrad 11B 285/19.46 286/1.01	 Vela 6B 300/5.75 300/18.01
Solrad 11A 267/19.66 268/1.05 Solrad 11A 287/0.96 287/18.61	 Solrad IIB 300/22.78 381/4.21
IMP-H 267/22.97 268/2.19 Solrad 11A 287/23.85 288/4.72	 IMP-J 301/3.25 301/5.97
IMP-H 268/4.82 268/7.70 Solrad IIB 289/18.91 289/23.70	 Solrad 118 301/17.71 301/19.00
Solrad 11B 269/1.94 269/5.45 Solrad 11B 290/21.10 291/1.80	 Vela 5B 302/1.90 302/4.42
Solrad 11B 269/15.49 269/21.14 Solrad 11A 292/4.96 292/7.10	 Solrad IIA 302/16.47 302/20.39
Solrad 11B 270/2.06 270/7.62 IMP-H 292/5.32 292:/23.21	 Solrad 11A 303/5.79 304/0.05
Solrad 11B 270/13.85 270/18.03 Solrad IIA 292/14.36 292/19.56	 Vela 5A 303/23.47 304/1.00
Uela 6B 271/0.98 271/1.23 Solrad 11A 293/0.75 293/7.73	 IMP-H 394/28.75 305/1.67
Solrad 11A 271/19.58 272/0.96 IMP-H 293/2.72 293/6.13	 vela 6B 30511.76 305/4.34
Solrad IIA
1 
272/21.22 273/1.68 Solrad 11A 293/14.07 293/21.07	 Solrad 11B 385/6.92 305/9.19




Solrad l.18 275/3.57 275/22.03 Uala 5A 294/8.96 294/12.00	 Solrad 11B 305/12.42 305/18.37
Table 5. Midlatitude Magnetotail Passes, flays 182-365 1977 (continued)














IMP-M 305/19.80 306/0.82 Solrad SIB	 316/0.09 317/0.14 Vela 6B 323/21.27 324/0.53
Solrad 11B 305/23.41 306/7.24 Vela 5B	 316/1.87 316/4.64 Val& 6B 324/2.95 324/5.22
Vela 6A 306/4.34 306/7.84 Vela 5B
	 316/7.67 316/12.03 Solrad IIA 324/15.93 324/22.01
Sotrad lB 306/14.39 306/22.67 IMP-H
	 316/21.55 317/15.76 Vela 6A 3'25/0.28 325/3.18
Vela 59 306/21.67 306/23.02 IMP-H	 317/22.28 318/2.96 IMP-J 325/4.17 385/8.68
Solrad 11A 307/16.98 307/20.39 Vela 5A	 317/23.07 318/1.85 Uela 6A 325/5.79 325/9.71
Vela SA 308/9.52 308/19.02 Vela 5A	 318/4.20 318/6.74 Vela 5B 325/7.34 325/18.78
Solrad IIA 308/17.71 309/0.75 Solrad 11A	 318/7.50 318/13.46 IMP-J 325/13.07 325/21.93
Vela 6B 309/21.55 310/0.00 Solrad IIA	 318/20.32 319/2.47 Bela SB 385/22.85 326/1.01
Solrad 11B 310/14.30 310/18.80 Vela 6B
	
319/1.66 319/4.50 Solrad IIB 325/22.98 326/3.28
Sotrad IIB 310/23.85 311/23.41 Vela 6B	 319/7.51 319/13.00 Solrad 110 326/18.35 327/1.41
Vela 6A 311/0.51 311/3.18 Solrad IIA	 319/17.77 319/18.00 Vela 5A 327/3.08 327/6.57
Vela 5B 311/6.50 211/18.01 Vela 6A	 320/4.49 320/8.59 Uela 5A 327/15.38 327/20.01
Vela 5A 313/3.25 313/6.27 Vela 5B	 320/21.57 321/0.65 Vela 6B 328/6.59 328/18.40
IMP-J 313/4.11 313/7.64 Solrad i1B
	 320/23.61 321/3.78 Solrad 11A 328/9.93 328/15.95
Vela 5A 313/12.56 313/14.00 Vala 5i
	 381/3.03 321/5.32 Solrad IIA 328/20.48 329/9.25
IMP-J 313/14.42 313/15.60 Solrad 11B	 321/16.53 322/0.79 Vela 6B 3228/22.87 329/1.01
Solrad IIA 32/19.52 314/1.50 Vela 5A	 322/10.96 322/21.22 IMP-H 329/22.64 329/4.60
Uela 68 314/6.05 314/18.02 Vela 5A	 323/0.23 323/22.02 Solrad IIA 329/10.29 330/0.25
Solrad 11B 315/15.00 315/18.95 Solrad IIA	 3223/6.49 383/15.26 IMP-H 3229/15.48 329/19.39
Vela 6A 315/18.96 315/23.14 Solrad 11A	 323/20.55 324/3.81 Vela 6A 329/18.73
1 
329/23.03















IMP-H 330/0.01 330/20.14 Solrad 11B 337/14.53 337/23.06 Vela 6A 344/1.68 344/4.21
Vela 6A 330/1.70 330/3.95 Vela 6B 337/20.85 338/0.42 Vela 5B 344/10.87 344/20.68
Vela SB 330/1.84 330/5.10 IMP-J 337/20.92 338/1.39 Solrad 11A 344/13.53 345/1.45
Vela 5B 330/8.90 330/19.00 Vela 6B 338/3.12 338/5.67 Vela 5A 345/21.67 346/1.28
Solrad 118 331/18.92 332/2.96 IMP-J 338/4,09 338/6.84 Vela SA 346/4.37 346/7.73
Vela 5A 331/22.57 332/1.73 Solrad 11A 338/19.67 340/1.21 Solrad 11B 346/18.31 346/23.67
Val* 5A 332/4.34 332/7.17 Vela 6A 338/23.81 339/3.23 Vela 6B 347/0.68 347/4.98
Solrad 11B 332/16.42 332/19.04 Vela 6A 339/6.29 339/12.50 Solrad 11B 347/3.18 348/1.96
Val* 6B 333/1.43 333/4.78 Vela 5B 339/8.78 339/19.00 Vela 6B 347/9.85 347/20.92
Vela 6B 333/8.40 333/19.01 Vela 5B 339/22.93 340/1.60 Vela 6A 348/4.28 348/12.32
Solrad 11A 333/13.93 333/16.10 Vela 5A 341/2.59 341/7.03 Vet& 5B 348/20.64 349/0.32
Solrad 11A 333/20.14 335/0.79 Solrad 11B 341/11.95 341/13.87 Vela 6A 348/20.92 349/0.32
Vela 6A 334/4.59 334/9.93 Vela SA 341/16.32 341/22.15 Solrad 11A 349/2.34 349/7.76
Vela 6A 334/21.00 335/0.18 Solrad 11B 341/18.70 343/1.54 Val& 59 349/3446 349/6.56
Vela 5B 334/21.26 335/0.62 IMP-H 341/23.42 342/2.54 Solrad 11A 349/15.54 350/1.17
Vela 5B 335/3.26 335/5.81 Vela 6B 342/7.26 342/18.43 IMP-J 350/0.45 350/6.34
Solrad 11B 336/8.96 336/13.09 IMP-H 342/17.31 342/21.62 Vela 5A 350/13.75 350/20.07
Vela 5A 336/13.31 336/20.81 Vela SB 342/22.85 343/1.60 Solrad 11A 350/14.73 350/18.04
Solrad 11B 336/18.93 337/2.73 Vela 6A 343/12.25 343/22.68 Vela 5A 359/23.68 351/2.50
Vela SA 337/0.07 337/2.54 Solrad 11A 343/21.96 344/9.37 IMP-J 351/9.82 351/3.62
IMP-1 337/9.93 337/11.57 Vela SB 344/1.229 344/5.51 Solrad 11B 351/19.96 351/21.93















Vela 6B 351/19.96 351/23.89 Vela 6B 356/88.46 357/1.59 Vela 6A 362/1.35 362/13.12
Vela 6B 352/3.10 352/6.14 Solrad 118 357/4.45 358/1.90 Solrad 11B 362/4.92 362/23.90
Solrad IIB 352/3.90 353/2.14 Vela 6A 3S7/17.4O 357/21.90 IMP-J 362/11.92 362/21.60
Vela 6A 352/22.68 353/2.89 Vela 5B 357/23.75 358/5.70 Vela 5B 362/19.46 362/23.25
Vela SA 353/6.76 353/16.68 Vela SA 3$8/1.39 358/4.39 Vela 6A 368/20.25 363/0.12
Vela 5B 353/16.46 353/18.67 Vela 5B 358/13.32 358/20.87 IMP-J 363/2.82 363/8.71
Vela 5B 353/22.71 354/1.71 Solrad IIB 358/14.00 358/16.03 Veto 5B 363/3.12 363/7.1.2
Solrad 11A 354/6.92 354/7.59 Solrad IIA 359/15.67 359/21.40 IMP-S 363/12.89 363/23.56
Solrad IIA 354/15.114 354/23.57 Vet& SA 359/20.28 360/0.15 Solrad IIB 363/12.93 363/17.96
IMP-H 354/17.39 354/20.25 Vela 5A 360/4.03 360/8.28 Vela 5A 364/13.10 364/18.87
Veto SA 355/0.84 355/7.15 Solrad IIA 360/11.21 360/20.65 Solrad 11A 364/15.29 364/19.98
IMP-H 355/7.73 355/13.78 Solrad IIA 360/22.28 361/2.04 Vela 5A 364/28.78 365/2.10
Solrad IIA 355/13.45 355/20.73 Veto 6B 360/22.87 361/4.50 Solrad 11A 365/8.23 365/23.9-
Vela 5A 355/16.10 355/21.90 Vela 6B 361/11.89 361/20.85 Val& 6B 365/18.65 365/22.64



















Vela 6B 182/14.02 183/0.03 Vale 5A 189/17.95 190/2.29 IMP-J 199/16.78 200/4.24
Solrad 118 182/16.02 182/21.01 IMP-H 190/3.95 192/0.42 Vela 5A 200/0.48 200/15.07
Vale 6A 182/19.98 183/6.17 Vela 5A 190/15.09 191/6.05 Vela 6B 200/7.91 200/8.24
Vale 5B 183/1.95 183/8.55 Vole 6B 190/22.92 191/6.27 Vale 6B 201/8.73 201/19.02
Solrad 11A 183/16.92 183/17.29 Solrad 11B 191/12.93 191/18.73 IMP-J 201/11.92 201/22.84
Vela 6A 183/17.62 184/6,05 Vela 6B 191/19.05 192/10.00 Vale SB 201/19.94 2202/1.77
Vale 5B 184/2.13 184/14.04 Vela 6A 192/4.95 192/8.73 IMP-H 2022/6.16 204/16.19
Solrad 11A 184/12.41 185/0.40 Solrad 11B 192/15.88 192/23.60 Solrad 11B 202/7.21 202/21.24
Vale 5A 185/1.94 185/8.17 Vela 6A 193/7.80 193/16.02 Vole 6A 202/11.98 203/1.03
Vela 5A 186/0.68 186/14.00 Vela 5B 193/11,.03 194/0.01 Vale 5B 202/14.49 203/9.04
Vela 6B 186/5.98 186/10.09 Solrad 11A 194/7.12 194/21.23 Vela 5A 203/18.96 204/0.23
Solrad 11B 186/8.92 186/18.57 Vela 5A 195/10.45 195/23.02 Solrad 11A 204/8.92 204/20.47
IMP-,T 187/9.22 188/7.11 Vela 6B 196/13,34 197/2.05 Vela 5A 204/13.59 205/8.02
Vela 60 187/9.60 187/17.02 Solrad 11B 196/16.94 196/18.98 Vale 6B 204/23.95 205/4.74
Solrad 11B 187/16.19 188/0.55 Vole 6A 196/20.98 197/4.65 Vale GB 205/18.31 206/11.95
Vale 5B 187/17.99 188/3.10 Vats 58 197/2.18 197/6.99 Vela 6A 206/5.98 2206/7.08
Vela 6A 188/12.99 188/23.04 Solrad 11B 197/12.07 197/22.38 Solrad IIB 207/5.62 207/20.77
Val& 58 188/15.56 189/7.02 Vela 6A 197/17.13 198/8.06 Vela SA 207/6.38 207/17.06
Solrad 11A 189/8.84 189/22.92 Vela 5B 198/2.83 198/16.06 Vela 5B 207/9.66 208/2.01
IMP-J 189/12.84 189/19.16 Vela 5A 199/2.93 199/6.50 Vale 5A 209/8.80 210/0.06
IMP-H 189/13.50 189/17.98 Solrad IIA 199/6.09 199/20.51 Solrad 11A 209/12.92 209/20.64
Table 6. High-Latitude Magnetotail Passes, Days 182--365 1977













Velar 6B 219/11.89 211/4.02 Solrad 11A 2220/6.25	 220/18.20 Solrad 11B 233/5.57 233/16.69
Vale 6A 210/22.93 211/3.07 Vela 6A 221/4.34	 221/19.01 Vela 6B 233/12.01 234/14.02
Vol* 5B 211/4.96 211/5.61 Vela 5B 221/7.78	 222/3.06 Vela 6A 235/2.25 235/20.01
Vela 6A 211/15.46 212/10.02 Solrad 11B 222/12.96	 222/21.42 Vale 5B 235/6.06 236/5.02
IMP-J 211/19080 212/1.64 Vale 5A 223/6.70	 224/1.06 Solrad IIA 235/8.92 235/20.81
Vela 5B 22/1.86 212/18.05 Vela 6B 224/9.81	 225/5.04 IMP-3 236/12.82 236/18.78
Solrad 110 212/4.94 212/20.80 IMP-J 224/11.92	 224/16.21 IMP-J 2237/3.30 238/15.60
Vela 5A 213/3.96 213/4.99 Vale 6A 225/0.93	 225/1.41 Vela 5A 237/4.81 238/2.06
IMP-J 213/9.59 214/0.91 Solrad 11A 225/4.25	 225/19.42 Solrad 11B 238/3.50 238/18.63
Vela 5A 213/22.63 214/17.01 IMP-J 225/5.99
	
226/7.49 Vela 6B 238/7.89 239/6.05
Solrad 11A 214/16.92 214/20.92 Vale 6A 225/12.55	 226/11.03 Vale 6A 239/10.18 240/1243
IMP-H als.'4.31 217/11.60 Vela 5B 226/0.29	 226/20.02 Vela 5B 239/13.35 240/21.05
Vela 6B 215/7.04 215/20.06 Vela SA 227/15.02
	
228/18.02 Solrad ILA 240/12.92 249/21.34
Vela 5B 215/21.93 215/23.82 Solrad i1B 227/16.96	 227/21.81 IMP-H 240/23.74 243/2.92
Vela 6A 216/10.21 217/2.06 IMP-H 228/4.68	 230/7.57 Vale 5A 241/11.39 242/19.01
Vale SB 216/12.30 20/11.02 Vela 6B 229/5.03
	
229/22.00 Solrad 11A 2422/4.67 242/5.03
Solrad 11B 217/8.95 217/21.07 Solrad 11A 230/4.92
	 230/20.21 Vela 6B 243/3.25 243/23.01
Vale 5A 218/11.23 219/9.04 Vale 6A 230/8.15	 231/3.06 Solrad IIB 243/4.98 243/19.67
Vain 6B 219/1.93 219/3.31 Vela 5B 2230/10.03	 231/12.06 Vela 6A 244/6.42 245/5.00
Vela 6B 219/15.58 220/13.01 Vale SA 2322/9.00	 233/10.03 Vale SB 244/8.46 245/14.02













Vela 5A 246/7.39 247/11.03 Vela 5B 258/9.94 259/16.00 Sotrad IIA 271/12.94 271/19.58
Sotrad 11A 247/5.30 247/9.03 Solred IIB 258/17.92 258/21.39 Vela 6A 272/7.96 273/7.02
Vela 6B 247/10.06 248/15.03 Solrad LIB 260/4.11 260/10.80 Vela 5B 272/16.97 273/18.00
Solrad 13 248/8.99 248/20.40 Vole 5A 260/7.95 261/12.03 Sotrad IIA 273/1.68 273/5.04
Vote 6A 248/14.66 248116.55 Solrad 11A 261/4.93 261/18.08 Solrad 11B 274/5.95 274/17.24
Vela 6A 249/0.28 249/21.02 Vela 6B 261/12.96 262/16.03 Vela 5A -074/14.97 275/14.01
IMP-J 249/4.72 851/3.75 IMP-J 262/3.93 263/21.75 IMP-J 274/23.90 276/13.66
Vale 5B 249/4.78 250/6.04 Vela 6A 262/18.97 263/22.02 Vale 6B 275/19.96 276/18.03
Sotrad IIA 250/20.93 250/22.07 Vela SB 263/4.05 264/8.02 Solrad ILA 276/16.94 276/19.89
Vela 5A 251/3.32 252/3.04 Vela 5A 265/2.35 266/5.00 Vela 6A 277/1.98 278/0.01
Solrad ILA 252/6.49 252/13.03 Solrad LIB 265/5.29 265/14.02 Vela 5B 277/11.97 278/11.00
Vela 6B 252/6.50 25318.00 IMP-H 265/23.60 267/9.06 Sotrad IIA 278/2.35 278/9.05
Vela 6A 253/8.74 254/13.03 Vela 6B 266/6.96 267/9.02 IMP-H 278/11.95 280/0.87
IMP-H 253/13.08 255/4.67 Solrad 11A 266/8.94 266/18.98 Solrad 11B 279/9.96 279/18.15
Solrad 11B 253/13.92 253/20.95 IMP-H 267/11.90 267/22.97 Vela 5A 279/9.96 280/7.01
Vale 5B 253115.93 254/23.02 Vela 6A 267/12.98 268/15.00 Vale 6B 280/14.96 281111.02
Solrad 11B 255/3.39 255/6.00 Vela 5B 267/21.98 269/1.01 Sotrad I1B 281/0.42 281/2.03
Vela 5A 255/13.95 256/20.01 Solrad IIR 269/5.45 2M IS.49 Veto 6A 281/20.97 282/17.00
Solrad 11A 25614.60 256/16.42 Vela SA 269/19.98 270/21.03 Vale SB 282/6.98 283/4.01
Vela 6B 257/1.96 258/0.02 Solrad 11B 270/7.62 270/I3.BS Solrad ILA 283/3.25 283/13.05
Vela 6A 258/5.22 259/6.00 Vela 6B 271/1.23 272/2.00 Vole 5A 284/4.96 285/0.02
CA
Table 6. High-latitude Magnetotail passes, Days 182-365 1977 (continued)















Solrad 11B 284/13.97 284/18.69 Vela 5B 296/14.97 297/6.00 Solrad 11A 309/0.75 309/9.99
Vela 6B 285/8.98 286/5,00 Solrad 11A 297/8.97 297/15.82 Vela 68 309/2.97 309/21.55
Solrad 11B 286/1.01 286/6.04 Uela 5A 298/10.99 299/3.37 Vela 6A 310/8.97 311/0.51
Vela 6A 286/15.96 287/10.01 Solrad 11A 298/23.35 299/1.07 Solrad 11B 310/18.94 310/14.30
Vela 5B 287/1.97 287/22.00 Vela 6B 299/15.98 300/5.75 Vela 5B 310/19.96 311/6.50
IMP-J 287/10.72 288/23.03 IMP-J 299/19.75 301/3.25 Solrad 11$ 311/23.41 312/3.01
Solrad 11A 288/4.72 288/17.05 Vela 6A 300/21.98 301/16.01 IMP-J 312/0.44 313/4-11
Vela SA 288/22.98 289/18.00 Solrad 11B 301/4.21 301/17.71 Vela 5A 312/14.97 313/3.25
Solrad 11B 289/17.98 E89/18.91 Uela 5$ 301/8.97 302/1.90 Vela 6B 313/19.97 314/6.05
Vela 6B 290/3.97 290/22.00 Solrad 11A 302/12.97 302/16.47 Solrad 11A 314/1.50 314/13.99
Solrad 11B 291/1.80 291/10.06 Uela 5A 303/4.97 303/23.47 Vale 6A 315/1.96 315/18.96
IMP-H 291/3.10 292/5.32 IMP-H 303/17.91 304/20.75 Vela 5B 315/11.99 316/1.87
Vela 6A 291/9.98 292/4.00 Solrad 11A 304/0.05 304/5.07 Solrad 11B 315/14.96 315/15.90
Vela SB 291/20.96 292/16.00 Vela 6B 304/9.96 305/1.76 IMP-H 316/9.0@ 316/21.55
Solrad 11A 292/7.10 292/14.36 Solrad IiB 305/9.19 305/12.42 Solrad 11B 317/0.14 317/7.02
IMP--H 293/6.13 293/15.60 Vela 6A 305/15.96 306/4.34 Vela 5A 317/7.96 317/23.07
Solrad 11A 293/7.73 293/14.07 IMP-H 306/0.82 306/14.03 IMP-H 318/2.96 319/5.21
Vela 5A 293/17.96 294/8.96 Vela 5B 306/1.99 306/21.67 Vela 5A 318/6.74 318/8.01
Vale 6B 294/21.98 295/16.00 Solrad 11B 306/7.24 306/14,39 Vale 6B 318/1R.96 319/1.6£
Solrad 11B 296/2.76 296/15.00 Solrad 11B 306/22.67 306/23.00 Solrad 11A 319/2.47 319/17.77
Vela 6A 296/3.99 296/L2.00 Vale SA 307/21.98 308/9.52 Vale 6A 319/17.99 320/4.49















Veto 5B 320/4.98 380/21.57 Vale 5A 331/8.96 331/22.57 Vale SB 340/1.60 340/6.00
Vote 5B 321/5.32 321/7.00 Solrad 11B 332/2.06 332/16.42 Vote 5A 340/17.95 341/2.59
Veto 5A 321/23.98 322/10.96 Vela 5A 332/7.17 332/13.98 Vela SA 341/22.15 342/0.04
Solrad 11B 322/0.79 322/11.03 Vets 6B 332/14.93 333/1.43 Vale 6B 341/22.98 342/7.226
Veto 6B 323/4.99 323/21.27 Vale 6A 333/19.96 334/4.59 IMP-H 342/21.62 344/16.35
IMP-J 324/2.11 325/4.17 Vol& SB 334/6.98 334/21.26 Solrad 11B 343/1.54 343/3.98
Solrad 11A 324/3.81 324/15.93 Vela 6A 335/0.18 335/1.00 Vets 68 343/1.60 343/6.03
Vets 6B 324/5.22 324/7.01 Solrad 11A 335/0.79 335/6.01 Vale 6A 343/4.93 343/18.25
Vela 6A 324/10.96 325/0.28 Vela SB 335/5.81 335/12.03 Veto SB 343/15.98 344/1.29
Veto 5B 324/21.96 325/7.34 Vets 5A 336/1.93 336/13.31 Veto 6A 344/4.21 344/12.00
Uela 6A 325/9.71 3225/13.00 IMP-J 336/10.06 337/9.93 Vela SB 344/20.68 344/23.01
Veto SA 326/16.95 327/3.08 Vets SA 337/2.54 337/7.01 Solrad 11A 345/1.45 345/14.01
Solrad iiB 327/1.41 327/iS.05 Solrad 11B 337/2.73 337/14.53 Vale 5A 345/9.98 345/21.67
Vela 6B 327/21.96 328/6.59 Vela 6B 337/6.96 337/20.85 Vela SA 346/7.73 346/17.04
Vale 6A 329/3.93 329/18.73 IMP-J 337/11.57 337/20.92 Vats 6B 346/15.95 347/5.68
IMP-H 329/4.60 329/15.48 Val& 6B 338/5.67 338/13.00 Solrad 118 346/23.67 347/3.18
Solrad 11A 329/9.25 329/10.29 IMP-J 338/6.84 338/11.90 Vela 6B 347/20.92 347/23.04
Vets 5B 329/14.95 330/1.84 Ve%* 6A 338/11.98 338/23.81 Vela 6A 347/20.96 348/4.28
Solrad 11A 330/0.25 330/2.01 Vela 5B 338/23.95 339/8.78 Solrad 11B 348/1.96 348/8.00
Vole 6A 330/3.95 330/7.00 Vela 6A 339/12.50 339/18.03 Vela 5B 348/8.95 348/20.64
IMP-H 330/20.14 331/21.21 Solrad 11A 340/1.21 340/10.03 Vela 6A 349/0.32 349/5.03















-J 349/1.40 350/0.45 IMP-H 354/20.25 355/7.73 IMP-J 361/15.21 361/23.70
Solrad 11A 349/1.98 349/2.34 Solrad 11A 354/23.57 355/13.45 Vela 6B 361/20.85 362/2.96
Vela 5B 349/6.56 349/16.03 IMP-H 355/13.78 357/10.25 Vela 6A 361/21.98 362/1.35
Solrad IIA 350/1.17 350/14.73 Vela 5A 355/21.90 356/3.03 IMP-J 362/7.90 362/11.92
Vela 5A 350/2.93 350/13.75 Vela 6B 356/0.93 356/7.51 Vela 5B 362/10.93 362/19.46
Vela 5A 351/2.50 351/10.04 Solrad 118 356/23.98 357/4.45 Solrad 11B 362/223.90 363/12.93
IMP-J 351/3.52 351/11.04 Vela 6B 357/1.59 357/9.98 Vela 6A 363/0.12 363/8.91
Vela 6B 351/7.96 351/19.96 Vela 6A 357/5.95 357/17.40 Vela 5B 363/7.12 363/19.01
Solrad SIB 351/21.93 352/3.90 Vela 5B 357/17.96 357/23.75 IMP-,1 363/8.71 363/12.89
Vela 6B 352/6.14 352/16.98 Solrad 11B 358/1.90 358/14.00 IMP-J 363/83.56 364/5.62
Vela 6A 352/13.92 352/22.68 Vela 6A 358/4.39 358/15.03 Vela 5A 364/3.95 364/13.10
Vela 5B 353/1.92 353/10.46 Vela 5B 358/20.87 359/2.03 Solrad IIA 364/19.98 365/8.23
Solrad 11B 353/2.14 353/12.03 Vela 5A 359/11.92 359/20.28 Vela 5A 365/2.10 365/12.06
Vela 6A 353/16.68 353/22.03 Solrad IIA 359/21.40 360/11.21 Vela 6B 365/9.92 365/18.65
Vela SB 354/1.71 354/9.04 Vela 5A 360/8.28 360/20.81
Vela 5A 354/18.96 355/0.84 Vela 6B 360/16.96 360/22.87
Table 7. Hawkeye 1 Northern Cusp Passes, Days 182-365 1977









182/14.56 182/14.92 255/5.05 255/5.83
184/17.65 184/18.05 270/4.05 270/4.46
193/3.86 193/5.29 287/2.48 287/3.77
195/8.62 195/9.73 302/0.93 302/3.02
197/13.55 197/13.89 316/20.84 316/21.23
208/3.05 208/4.38 316/23.30 317/2.26
210/7.76 210/8.77 331/18.45 332/1.48
212/12.54 212/12.86 334/5.23 334/6.08
223/2.46 223/3.45 346/17.87 347/0.67
225/6.88 225/7.80 349/4.33 349/5.30
227/11.55 227/11.86 359/15.31 359/16.59
240/5.98 240/6.83 361/17.30 361/23.86
364/3.45 364/4.36
do..
Table S. Definitions of Regions of Space for Special Periods
Region Symbol Definition
High--Latitude Magnetotail I-IT XGSM < -10RE,	 1ZGSM - Zsh I >	 6RS
Midlatitude Magnetotail MT XGSM < --10RR3 6RE '- IZGSM	 Zshj = 2RR
Neutral Sheet Sh xGSM < -IORE , 211 > IZGS"I - Zshl
Dayside Magnetosphere DM Hagnetosphere for XGSE > 0 RE
Nightside Magnetosphere NM Magnetosphere for 0 RS -a XGSE a -10Rg
Dayside Magnetosheath DS Magnetosheath for XGSD > 0 RE
Nightside Magnetosheath NS Magnetosheath for 0 RE ;2:x GSE 
Interplanetary Medium I
Dayside Access Region (cusp) C 800 ^!: Mag.	 Lat 775 0 ,	 16 h -z: Mag.	 Local Time y S h
Bow Shock Wave S Corresponds to 420 Rm/s Solar Wind Speed
Magnetopause Q Corresponds to 420 km/s Solar Wind Speed
GSM: Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric Coordinate System
GSE: Geocentric Solar Ecliptic Coordinate System
Table 9. 1MS/SSC Special Periods for Days 182-365 1977 by Region'
Special Approx. Satv:Hto ucl:iunt --W
Period 'Time i:umncnt,Vela 5A VCIiI 511	 _Vv la 61 Valli	 [Ili - fl —Jll'-J Sol rad Sa I rad ljaxkvye rogno= Isl.l.
No. (d/li) ]la IF B l 5
-a/-It
193/4 1 Sh	 MT S S 1 S 5h C %S I`,	 it 	 pass.
19311[] h5 Irf
	
P [ l I P S NM P Boundary encounters w'Ithlri F'; h.
Ill l94/_I P P	 DS I I I I'tl' I P 'wAl Buupdary encounters witliiu '_ h.
19619 N5 DS	 DS Sh 1 I DS NS NS I
197/1.1 1 Sh	 Sit -MT 0.S I I 1 HT C \5 Brief cusp Pass.
I[ a01/4 DS DS	 NS to NS rrr NS DS NS NS 6 in maguetoshuath far a h.
1011 14 l HT	 HT 1 HT S	 I t HT P - ss P -. us
12 41611^ 1 HT	 HT 1 HT I n5 US A I	 - S 3 in tail	 for 14 h.
217/1-1 P p
	 1	 115 [ P I I III P P Boundary encounter, >;:thin 4 h.
I -'39/I MT I	 I Sh 1 HT I MT N!1 S:d 4	 in tail	 for	 i	 It.
14 140 / 1, 1 HT	 HT I NS I NS NS C I I	 It	 in	 riisn
24111 P P	 BS ) P I '$ l P NS boundary encounters w,rHiz 3 h.
15'/1.1 \5 Its	 RS I11 %S I P 5 P I	 - 5 Boundary encounrer^ within 5 h.
IS 2521-11 N5 DS	 DS IIl NS I NS DS .' I NS 17 in magnetosheath for h h.
'5;/44 I HT	 HT \S HT I I HT \41 \}1 4	 in tail
	 for 9 h.
7 .1/3 P P	 VS t 1 Sti 1 P P P Boundary encounters wit!,:.	 1 Iv.
lb _+".S/10 HT I	 1 1, 1 HT I MT I 1 I
=-1,/j DS DS	 DS II'i' I li'I DS DS DS I b in dayside magnetoslieath for 2 h.
- 7 s l P	 Ill' P s %S yl, I P P Boundary encounters within ?:, h.
1- =Pt/,' 1 HT	 HT OF HT I 1S I!S P.;t 1 .11 3	 In tall	 fur 7 It.
193/4 P P	 Ps I %rl" I 441 I P P I Ruundur}' encounters within	 S. !._
.;u.t/,B DS DS	 NS rrr II ' r I NS NS DS NS I
I9 30512 1 P	 In' P S1, I I tih uS P • $ Boundary encourttcr? xithiu 4 h,
306/11 1 [ HT	 Sh us HT r I HT lu'I 1 041
19 3l 3!19 Y.`} 1	 n5 P Sh i W1 P P Roun.l., r.,	 cncn:=nr era	 n;l hut	 .1	 !:.
,,1 -t/17 5 NS	 P '..'1 S S P S '; t r I S vo l.r t, 	 vii,	 ttrr-	 nit	 ....-	 ..
317!.. I P	 11r P S5 t P 5 ,,S I I u,,,trt fun'	 r	 ,.	 ,.rnt vr<	 ;,,. ;v!:	 !	 ^.
?n ;^R/Ul r in	 5h '.S 5 I ti ':S U5 S 5 4aan I  r, en. • untr,n	 e,tli n:
	 _	 ..
32112 14 ^rl'	 P I r I I Sh P P P H-mIi°r	 r°:r, m!r-s	 uoe?un	 -1	 ?..
3 .uli' PS !tf	 P r P I 't1 I .^'d P S Boon !.,rr	 en, u:,nt e: • ,	 not tarn
II 3x5!; 1 II'I' 1	 1 DS NS I NS D5 ti NS DS
ist„1 'fI 1	 t as S l ,,S ;^s 5 5 S ao,.rn	 ut, w,t,.
gal/ls DS 1	 NS	 A •rr I NS	 P DS D5 DS NS • P t
-_ 3631_3 1 Its	 HT HT 1 HT I 5 C :,9 ps +	 ,	 ,	 ,sn	 r,. I I.
322/13 1 HT	 Sh ;S I MT I MT 1 •,+!
36].' 2n l MT	 MT S I MT ] MT I I v!
aim - . I
tsee 'fable 9 for dufinitiollS of symbols.
'This type of notation indl,atc., chat tilt satellite passed from one ru tho utner of the region. Ili intere+t tilt
	 case from the ncutrai 111ect to the nrdldtrtudc•
mag;etutaiLl at the approximate time shown in column 2. Con.ulr the bar charts in .lppendix 1 or thr plot= uc tp},radix B fer mare d t,,lis.
42
Table 10. IMS/SSC Special Periods for Days 182--365 1977 by Time Period
Special Period No. Period (d/h) Period (Date/h) Duration (h)
10 192/22 - 197/20 July 11/22 - July 16/20 118
11 200/22 - 202/20 July 19/22 - July 21/20 46
12 216/13 - 217/20 August 4/13 - August 5/20 31
13 237/19 - 238/7 August 25/19 -- August 26/7 12
14 239/24 - 241/7 August 27/24 -- August 29/7 31
15 252/8	 - 253/24 September 9/8 -- September 10/24 40
16 273/21 - 277/9 September 30/21 - October 4/9 84
17 291/16 - 293/10 October 18/16 - October 20/10 42
18 304/14 - 306/16 October 31/14 - November 2/16 50
19 313/12 - 314/23 November 9/13 - November 10/23 35
20 319/16 - 321/8 November 15/16 - November 17/8 40
21 344/11 - 346/7 December 8/11 - December 12/7 44
22 361/7
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